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7. steps  
How to gain immediate attention in short form videos 

Before you start, you should know that in order to grow fast you need 

to do this: 

a. Direct eye contact into the camera – communicate with the viewers 

b. Give unique information, make them smile, shock them or surprise 

c. Always use some form of Call for action (Ask for comment and follow – both or 

one at least one) 

1. step 
Start the video with the words like What, When, How, Why…..….   

What happen if you do……. 

When was the last time……. 

This is why people….….. 

How  you should do this…….. 

2. step 
Do something unexpected  

I discovered that…… 

Used contrasts (Marcela used the unexpected and contrast all the time and the video 
always get more than 10K views – I can explain on some of my videos exactly what I 
mean) 

3. step 
Series that is not finished – Part 1, Part 2, Part 3 

This type of video creates tension, excitement. Just like a TV show with series. People 
always need to see the next part because they want to see the end of the story. Keep the 
audience in the un-known state, anticipation for more. They will give you a follow in 
order not miss the next Part. 
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4. step 
Let the viewers feel, that they will miss something if they don’t follow you.  
Make yourself appear that you are the only one that knows this. Use the words like: 

Magical, Secret ….. 

People will not tell you this….. People always forget …….. 

I guess you don’t know that….. I found this unique way of….. 

 

5. step 
Un-completeness. Sentence Example: “The biggest problem in the UK are not 
teenagers but….” 

“The poorest people are not the one with……..” 

 

6. step 
Guessing game  

Asking for responds for example ask „What do you think?” What is your advice? 

My last video is about how I create this sheet and I am asking my followers to get 

me the last idea how to gain attention…...I am getting some hilarious responses.  

 

7. step.  
Contest  

All my clients that create some art use contests a lot. They ask about the processes 

of the work and in the next video they select one winner. Example @balonkarcz and 

@dream_handmade 


